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The site, which is shaped like a flagpole, is completely surrounded by neighboring houses 
and their garden trees along its periphery. The garden trees give the site a rather preferable 
impression and the “flagpole” gateway that separates the main site from the public street 
creates an exceptionally tranquil atmosphere. The neighborhood, however, is dominated by 

old houses, which are likely to be transformed into more modern apartment buildings at 
any time. Therefore, the design concept is intended to maintain the living environment of 
residents without the effects of sudden changes in the surroundings. 
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A piano room with acoustic issues and private rooms are located in the basement. Four 
well-lit spot gardens allow daylight into the basement while reflecting it on the curved 
wall of the vertical vault, creating a quiet and calm atmosphere that is perfect for a base-
ment intended for private use. The living room on the ground floor is always lit behind the 
intermittently visible curved wall by openings facing the exterior walls and spot gardens. 
A sense of continuing depth lends enchantment to the house. As long as the windows let 

daylight into the building, the attractiveness of the interior space will not be diminished by 
any change in the neighboring environment. A mixture of sizes, shapes, and daylight pro-
duced by the unconfined combination of spot gardens and curved walls continues into the 
depth, altering the impression bit by bit. A series of slightly and vaguely shifting changes 
in atmosphere creates a harmonious sense of both segmentation and unity of space at this 
residence. 
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PROJECT DATA
- Project Name:            House in Komae
- Building type:            Private house
- Structure:                  Reinforced concrete
- Location:                   Tokyo, Japan 
- Lighting Design:        Luxie / Mayumi Kondo
- Site Area:                  272.13m2
- Total Floor Area:       179.28m2
- Building Area:           106.16m2
- Completion:              2007
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